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26.1 A 90nm 1.8V 512Mb Diode-Switch PRAM with current to guarantee read disturbance. Write drivers provide
266MB/s Read Throughput optimum current values and pulse shape for SET or RESET data

per cell through a write verify scheme which improves distribu-
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Byung-Gil Choi, Hyung-Rok Oh, Chang-Soo Lee, Hye-Jin Kim, Arbitrary slow-quench (ASQ) waveforms for better SET data dis-
Joon-Min Park, Qi Wang, Mu-Hui Park, Yu-Hwan Ro, Joon-Yong Choi, trbut ra t rslow-quench (SQ Tpuls sh

KiSeung Kim, Young-Ran Koim, Won-Chol Shing, Ki-Wong Lim, as shown in Fig. 26.1.3. Since it has wide operating range of
Hlo-Keun Cho, Chang-Hlan Choi, Won-RyuI Chung, Du-Eunig Kim,7 almost VDD, it provides versatile ASQ waveforms with maximum
Kwang-Suk Yu, Gi-Tae Jeong, Hong-Sik Jeong, Choong-Keun Kwak, and minimum current values specified. This scheme is used to
Chang-Hyun Kim, Kinam Kim improve distributions and reliability of cell data through write

verify process. Single pulse sequences are provided for the
Samsung Electronics, Hwasung, Korea RESET data, and multiple step-down pulse sequence are provid-

ed for the SET data during the write verify loops.
Phase change random access memory (PRAM) is one of the most
promising candidates that can overcome the performance and Figure 26.1.4 shows a charge pump system to cope with higher
scalability limits of currently dominant flash memories [1-3]. The operating voltage than the MOS-switch PRAM [1]. The VPPSA volt-
cell size of the MOS-switch PRAM is limited by a large amount of age level is the basic voltage for write and read operations. In
write current to melt the phase-change storage material case of the MOS-switch PRAM, the VDD voltage level is basic volt-
(Ge2Sb2Te5). To reduce the cell size without loss of current driving age for write and read operations [1]. The VPPSA voltage level is
capability, a diode-switch PRAM has been presented [4]. The ver- higher than the VDD power supply by about 1V to account for the
tical diode switch using selective-epitaxial-growth (SEG) technol- built-in potential of the diode switch, as previously mentioned.
ogy makes it possible to achieve not only minimum cell size but Although the charge pump supplies the VPPSA voltage level during
also disturbance-free operation. Figure 26.1.1 shows the diode- standby mode, the oscillation period of charge pump circuits is
switch PRAM cell using SEG. In terms of cell size, the diode- enlarged so much as to meet target of standby current. In read
switch PRAM is the smallest PRAM cell developed in recent operation modes, the voltage levels of Vppx for X-decoders,Vpp for
years [1-3]. Even though the diode-switch PRAM makes it possi- Y-decoders, VPPWD for write drivers, and VPPSA for sense amplifiers
ble to achieve higher density, careful approach is necessary in are all boosted up to VPPSA level of VDD + 1. In write operation
designing cell array and corresponding periphery circuitry in a modes, Vppx, VPPY, VPPWD, and VPPSA levels are boosted to VDD + 2V,
way that minimizes any parasitic effect such as vertical and lat- VDD + 3V, VD, + 3V, and VDD + 1V, respectively, as detaled in
eral bipolar junction transistor (BJT) formations, and thermal Fig. 26.1.4. Current consumption of the charge pump system is
crosstalk disturbance [4]. This paper presents a diode-switch about 40 mA the worst case condition of a RWW operation.
PRAM with an optimized core structure and write/read control
techniques for the diode-switch cells. The diode-switch PRAM provides write operation modes such as

x2, x4, and x8 division-write for low power mobile systems [1].
The 512Mb PRAM is configured as 16 banks of 32Mb, with each The write modes are selected according to required maximum
bank consisting of 8 blocks. Each block is built with 1024 word- current specifications. The PRAM draws about 25mA current in
lines and 4096 bitlines. Through global bitlines (GBL) using the x2 division-write mode, where the write current value for
metal 3, local bitlines (LBL) of all blocks are connected, which RESET data is from 0.6 to lmA and the pump efficiency during
helps the PRAM to have higher chip efficiency. Each block is write operation is about 20%. Since the division-write modes lead
divided into 4 I/O-blocks for write operation. Each I/O-block is to increase write time [1], our PRAM provides a x16 accelerated
built with 1024 wordlines and 1024 bitlines, and one I/O-block is write mode to increase write throughput. This mode increases
subdivided into 8 sub-blocks for burst read operation. Each sub- write throughput without increasing current consumption
block is composed of 1024 wordlines and 128 bitlines. To mini- because the write current is supplied by an external pin instead
mize ground bounce along the wordline during write operation, of internal pump circuits. Figure 16.1.5 plots measured data
data of maximum four bits are written within an I/O-block. The showing the effect of write pulse width on the distributions of
number of the simultaneously activated I/O-blocks is adjusted SET and RESET resistances. To discriminate between SET data
corresponding to the division-write modes of x2, x4, x8, and x16. and RESET data during a read operation, at least a 400ns SET
During burst read operation, the 32 sub-blocks in a block are acti- pulse width of SQ is required and a 50ns RESET pulse width is
vated simultaneously to pre-fetch 8 word data from cell arrays. also necessary. The throughput of the write operation is 0.58
By pre-fetching 8-word simultaneously, 266MB/s data rates are MB/sec when operated in x2 division-write mode, and increases
achieved. to 4.64 MB/sec in x16 accelerated write mode.

Since the diode-switch PRAM cells are 2-terminal devices, unlike Shmoo plots in Fig. 26.1.6 show test results from a 512Mb proto-
MOS-switch PRAM cells, they have higher operation voltage for type chip. The initial access time, t1,, is 78ns and the burst access
write and read than the MOS-switch PRAM due to built-in poten- time, valid-clock-to-output-delay, tBA, is 8ns at 1.8V, room temper-
tial of a diode switch, as shown in Fig. 26.1.1. They also have ature, and 133MRz synchronous burst read mode. Figure. 26.1.7
more parasitic effects such as vertical and lateral leakage current shows a chip micrograph of the 512Mb diode-switch PRAM, fab-
formations. Fig. 26.1.2 shows the optimal core configuration ricated in a 3M 90nm CMOS process. The chip size is 91.5mm2
used to overcome these problems for the diode-switch PRAM. with a unit cell size of 0.0467,um2.
Unselected wordlines are set to a VD, + 1V or VmD + 2V level
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Figure 26.1.6: Shmoo plots for inital access time (t,AA) and burst access time (1tBA) Figure 26.1.7: Micrograph of the fabricated 512Mb PRAM chip.
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